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LONDON: From training with Major League
Baseball pitchers to bone-jangling racing on
board an F1 car, technology’s potential to revo-
lutionise sport was the hot topic as industry
leaders met in London this week.

“It’s going to disrupt all aspects of sport
that you can imagine,” virtual reality expert
Michael Ludden told the two-day Leaders
Sport Business Summit at Chelsea’s Stamford
Bridge stadium.

Ludden said that virtual and augmented re-
ality-together known as mixed reality (MR) —
would transform sport for professionals, ama-
teurs and spectators.  “American footballers are
already using VR to better train their minds, read
the field,” allowing quarterbacks to hone their
skills without risking injury, he said.

“You can train with a real baseball bat that’s
tracked in virtual reality against real pitchers
using data from those pitchers... giving you ad-
vanced analytics on how the swing is,” added
Ludden, who has worked for IBM and Google.

With the price of headsets such as Face-
book’s Oculus Rift falling, MR also promises to
allow amateurs the experience of facing a 100
mph pitch from the safety of their living room.
While MR immerses the user aurally and visually,
other developing technologies are beginning to
recreate the physical reality of top-level sports,
opening up a whole new world of spectator ex-
perience.

Canadian company D-BOX Technologies,
which designs and manufactures moving seats

found in cinemas and theme parks, is now mov-
ing into sports, showing off their Formula One
simulator at the London event.

The seats mimic the G-Force and every jud-
der as F1 champion Lewis Hamilton races around
the Monaco circuit. The simulation seat uses
pre-programmed data but could use real-time
information sent by the car, allowing spectators
to pick their driver and experience their full
Grand Prix adventure, said Veronique Maheu,
director at D-BOX.

“You would need... data sent straight from
the car-tyre slip ratio, suspension, acceleration-
we can take this minimal information and trans-
form it. “They could broadcast live content
through a network in pop-up theatres around
the world,” she said, adding that the company
intended to roll out the experience at fan zones
on the F1 circuit. 

AUGMENTED STADIUMS 
The technology can be adapted to help train

athletes in other sit-down sports such as rowing,
and Maheu said she had received interest from
members of the horse-racing industry. Telemet-
ric sensors could also be placed on sports fields,
balls and on players to remotely recreate the vis-
ceral reality of NFL, football or baseball, or even
enhance reality.

“If you want to have the stress of the baseball
player while he gets to the plate, you can have a
heartbeat added to the sensation on the seat and
then you can feel it, boom, boom,” she explained.

“When he swings and hits the ball, you can
have an impact.” The seats currently cost
$10,000 each, putting them out of the reach of
the armchair fan. However, headsets and the de-
velopment of VR suits hold out the possibility
that fans around the world could one day phys-
ically experience every tackle, touchdown and
goal from their favourite player in real time.

VR expert Ludden also said that current and
near-future technology could create “aug-
mented stadiums” for live spectators. Panasonic

pitched their “Smart Venue” plans at the CES
technology fair in Las Vegas, which included the
overlaying of graphics, advertisements, player
statistics and replays on the field of play at an
NFL game.

“If you are sat in the nose-bleeds (cheap
seats), I can see this being really useful,” he
said. MR could also revolutionise half-time en-
tertainment by allowing fans to join in stadium-
wide games, using the pitch as a platform, he
added.  —AFP
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RIO DE JANEIRO: In this file photo taken on August 01, 2016 Members of the German Olympic team react as they
try out virtual reality (VR) headsets in Rio de Janeiro on August 1, 2016, ahead of the Rio 2016 Olympic Games.
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Kohli shields India’s 
‘boy wonder’ from 
Tendulkar shadow
HYDERABAD: Virat Kohli sought to protect prolific teenager Prithvi Shaw
yesterday from the weight of comparisons with India legend Sachin Ten-
dulkar after the young batsman’s Test debut century last week.

Another century in the second match against the West Indies which be-
gins today in Hyderabad would see Shaw join a small group of greats in-
cluding Mohammad Azharuddin, Sourav Ganguly and Rohit Sharma who
all hit tons in their first two Tests.

The 18-year-old became India’s youngest player to score a debut cen-
tury and his country’s second youngest in all Tests after Tendulkar-who was
17 when he made an unbeaten 119 against England in his ninth Test.

Shaw’s sparkling 134 in the first Test rout in Rajkot had some commen-
tators dubbing him India’s “boy wonder” ahead of the tour of Australia next
month. But captain Kohli warned India’s notoriously demanding fans not to
expect too much too soon from Shaw, who was earmarked as a future star
when as a 14-year-old he hit a record 546 off 330 balls in a Mumbai school
game in 2013.

“We are all very happy for him but I don’t think we should compare
him to anyone yet or we should put him in a space where he starts feeling
pressure,” Kohli told reporters. “He should be left to enjoy his cricket
and slowly grow into the cricketer that we all believe he can be,” said
Kohli who hailed the diminutive right hander as “supremely talented”.

“He has shown that in the first Test already and we believe he can
keep repeating that because he is a very keen learner, he is a very sharp
guy and he understands situations really well.” Kohli said Shaw, 21-year-
old wicketkeeper batsman Rishabh Pant and batsman Hanuma Vihari, 24,
had learned to handle the stress of top competition by playing in the In-
dian Premier League.

BIG STAGE VETERANS 
“One always feels that pressure when you wear your country’s cap

on the morning of the match but yes, I think it’s not as intense as say 10-
15 years back when you didn’t have any exposure to this kind of cricket,”
said Kohli. “They have played in situations like the IPL where they have
played in front of so many people that they are not nervous any more of
the big stage,” he added. “They are not overawed by the scenario and I
think that’s always going to be an advantage because the guys can be
fearless and they can start doing the job from game one.”

Shaw’s 2013 schoolboy exploits had already caused comparisons
to be made with Tendulkar, who rose to prominence in the same Harris
Shield competition more than two decades earlier. Shaw went on to
make more headlines in India with debut centuries in both the domes-
tic Ranji Trophy and Duleep Trophy and he was awarded the captaincy
of country’s Under-19 team. He led them to success in the Under-19
World Cup in New Zealand this year where they beat Australia in the
final. He has featured for Delhi Daredevils in the 2018 IPL but it was
his debut Test ton, with 19 boundaries, that saw the rest of the cricket
world take notice.

“Wow, carry on young man good luck,” wrote former Pakistan fast
bowler Shoaib Akhtar on Twitter. Former England captain Michael
Vaughan tweeted: “Wow... 18 yrs old @PrithviShaw. 100 on Test debut ..
Looks like #India have another superstar”.  —AFP

Kohli comes out 
swinging over 
Test balls
HYDERABAD: Captain Virat Kohli said India
should ditch the SG ball for their home games,
complaining that it scuffs up too easily and that he
would prefer to see Dukes balls used for all Tests
worldwide. India thrashed the West Indies by a
record innings and 272 runs last week but spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin said the SG ball was “dis-
appointing”, and that he preferred Australia’s
Kookaburra or Dukes.

“The quality of the (SG) balls used to be quite
high before and I don’t understand the reason why
it has gone down because Dukes ball is still good
quality, Kookaburra is still good quality,” Kohli said
ahead of the second Test in Hyderabad. He said the
“quality of the ball has to be maintained otherwise
you have too many dead sessions in a Test match.
You want to see exciting cricket and guys working
hard for runs being in the battle all day”.

Kohli added: “I totally agree with him (Ash-
win). To have a ball that is scuffed up in five
overs is not something that we have seen be-
fore.” The SG has always been used by India
in five-day international and domestic games,
while England use Dukes for Test cricket and
Australia, South Africa, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka prefer the Kookaburra. —AFP


